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1. Introduction 

1.1 This report summarises the financial position of the Trading Accounts and the expected 
return from the Public Private Partnerships, for the period 1'' April 2005 to 31st March 
2006. 

1.2 At the time of preparing this report a number of year-end transactions have yet to be 
concluded which may have an impact on the final surplus position of the Trading Accounts. 

2. Financial Summary 

2.1 Cleansing 

2.1 .I The provisional outturn at P I 3  indicates that the Cleansing operation will achieve a surplus 
of f 109,954, which is f 18,337 higher than budget. This increased surplus is a direct result 
of the Department's review of areas of immediate non-essential expenditure towards the 
end of the financial year. Within this projection there are also a number of compensating 
variances, which reflect the current operation of the service. 

2.1.2 Expenditure associated with diverting waste from landfill, (and therefore funded under the 
Strategic Waste Fund), is resulting in property costs expenditure being €1 57,000 lower than 
budget. This is, however, offset by increased operational expenditure due to areas such as 
landfill tax, property and utility charges. 

2.1.3 There has been increased expenditure on the disposal of waste from road sweeping 
machines as a result of changes required by SEPA. The removal of leachate from 
Auchinlea has also resulted in increased expenditure in this area. In addition, transport and 
plant costs are projected to be f 353,000 over budget mainly due to internal transport 
requirements and the increased fuel prices. However, due to the effective management of 
vacancies, Employee Costs are projected to be f321,OOO less than budget, which is helping 
to manage these cost pressures within the section. 

2.1.4 Overall the Cleansing operation will return improved surplus levels o f f  18,337. 

2.2 Transport 

2.2.1 The provisional outturn at P I  3 indicates that the Transport operation will achieve a surplus 
of f65,881, which is f3,570 lower than budget. Within this projection there are also a 
number of compensating variances, which reflect the current operation of the service. 

2.2.2 Employee costs are projected to be f145,OOO less than budget due to the consequential 
delay in recruiting the additional mechanics funded from the Strategic Waste Fund. These 
posts have now been filled, therefore, from the start of 2006/07 a full establishment will be 
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in place. As a consequence, there has been increased expenditure on payments to sub 
contractors in order to meet the ongoing requirements of the service. 

2.2.3 External hires are f264,OOO higher than budget due to increased customer demand from 
both internal and external customers. Fuel is also f503,000 higher than budget as a result 
of increased demand and the fact that average fuel prices have increased by 13.65%. Also 
due to additional work jobs materials are f383,OOO higher than budget. 

2.2.4 The net impact of the transport activities is an income over-recovery off 1,259,958, of which 
f 896,000 relates to internal customers. The increased level of charges within internal 
departments are routinely notified to operational managers to allow for the effective 
monitoring of their services. In particular, the Community Services Department is the main 
recipient of these costs, which include areas such as the Strategic Waste Fund project, 
which is being funded from the Scottish Executives SWF contributions. 

2.2.5 The Social Work Department has reviewed its transport needs and as a result several bus 
routes will no longer be required from 1 April 2006. Design Service has also intimated 
changes from May 2006 to their transport requirements. There are no financial implications 
for the current financial year 2005/06 but this will be monitored closely over the coming 
months. 

2.2.6 Overall, however, the additional cost pressures as noted above have outweighed the higher 
income levels, which has resulted in a minor downturn in surplus levels of f 3,570. 

2.3 Buildinn Cleaning 

2.3.1 The provisional outturn at P I  3 indicates that the Building Cleaning operation will achieve a 
surplus of f 135,948, which is f 52,141 greater than budget. This increased surplus is a 
result of the corporate review of non-essential spend and relates to delays in the 
requisitioning of minor purchases of equipment and repairs. 

2.3.2 Employee costs are f257,282 over budget due to an increase in the number of cleaning 
requests added to the contracts within Education, Housing and Property and Social Work 
Departments. These costs are largely recovered from the client departments where the 
associated budgets for service delivery changes are held. 

2.3.3 In addition, the Building Cleaning operation has responded positively to the Council’s 
request for a review of areas of essential expenditure and ultimately has delivered 
significant savings in excess of f 100,000 in supplies and administration budgets. 

2.4 Sport & Leisure Management 

2.4.1 The Sport operation provisional outturn shows a surplus of f87,547, which is f53,711 
greater than budget. 

2.4.2 The trading operation has been projecting a number of compensating variances, which 
have been reported throughout the year and can now be summarised as follows: 

2.4.3 As previously reported, there were extraordinary increases in energy costs during 2005106. 
The provisional year-end figures indicate that gas and electricity figures are f 103,868 

2.4.4 

higher than budget. This however, is offset by Non Domestic Rates savings of f 11 8,485 
following the national revaluation exercise. 

The closure of the Tryst Sports Centre swimming pool during 2005 for extensive 
refurbishment has resulted in employee costs being f40,957 lower than budget and income 
f 50,899 under budget. The pool has since reopened in January 2006. 



and administrative costs. However, this has been more than offset by enhanced income 
levels, which have exceeded the budget by f350,239. 

2.5 Parks 

2.5.1 The provisional outturn at PI 3 indicates that the Parks operation will achieve a surplus of 
€321,591, which is €158 higher than budget. However, within this projection there are a 
number of operational issues being managed, including the following: 

2.5.2 There has been increased expenditure on plants and materials as work continues to 
improve the efficiency of the service through restructuring the flower and shrub beds, in 
conjunction with the reconfiguration of bed maintenance. This work is year 2 of a 3 year 
project. Transport and Plant costs are projected to be f 1 10,000 over budget mainly due to 
increased fuel charges as reported above (para 2.2.3). Additional expenditure has been 
incurred relating to landfill tax as a result of increased cost per tonne levied and also gate 
fees relative to green waste recycling. Management action was taken to ensure these 
additional costs were absorbed within the trading operation. 

2.5.3 There is an over-recovery in income of €249,612 this is mainly due to additional work 
requirements from other departments in particular the Community Regeneration Fund. This 
work has arisen after a series of ward visits highlighted various issues of estate 
management and environmental improvements in data zone areas. The costs of this work 
are included within the accounts. 

2.6 Catering 

2.6.1 The provisional outturn at P I  3 indicates that the Catering operation will achieve a surplus of 
f 121,271, which is f69,617 less than budget. 

2.6.2 Paid meal numbers are showing an increase in primary schools. This is due to primary one 
pupils receiving a starter pack, which included novelty marketing items and details of the 
school meal menus at the beginning of term. However, free meals are showing a decline in 
both primary and secondary schools. Ongoing consultation is taking place to address this 
issue and it is hoped this will have a positive effect on the future uptake of school meals. 

2.6.3 The Hungry for Success initiative featured strongly in 2005-2006 as implementation 
progressed in the secondary sector. As reported by Local Authorities the roll out of the 
healthy eating initiative in secondary schools has proven problematic with pupils “voting with 
their feet”. It was hoped that the trend would follow the outcome in primary schools i.e. after 
an initial rejection of healthier menus uptake would start to increase, this has not proven to 
be the case. 

2.6.4 There are a number of variances within the trading account: 

0 Employee costs are €180,737 over budget which is due to the continuing roll out of 
Breakfast clubs within primary schools and the provision of free fruit for primary one and 
two. 

0 Supplies and Services are €216,381 over budget due to additional activity related to 
Hungry for Success. 

0 Income is f339,613 over-recovered primarily due to increased Hungry For Success 
Funding. 

2.6.5 Due to a number of disruptive events, for example industrial action, temporary school 
closure and job evaluation meetings at the end of the financial year there was a minor 
decrease in the expected surplus. 
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2.7 PPP’s 

2.7.1 The PPP’s generated income totalling f2,505,000 for financial year 2005/06. This is 
f218,OOO in excess of the budget target (f2.287m). The reasons for the improved 
performance include higher than anticipated ordinary and preferential dividends from ARNL. 
There was also an increase in the throughput of work during the final months of the 
financial year, which provided NLC with additional volume and efficiency discounts. 

2.8 Summary 

2.8.1 The actual position and projections for each area of operation are attached. 

3 Recommendation 

3.1 The Committee is asked to note the content of this report. 

Director of Finance 

For further information, please contact Janet Haugh on tel. ext. 2092 
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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 
TRADING ACCOUNT/PPP FINANCIAL POSITION STATEMENT 
1 APRIL 2004 TO 31 MARCH 2006 (13 ACCOUNTING PERIODS) 

TRADING ACCOUNTlPPP I 
COMMUNITY SERVICES TRADING ACCOUNT' 

CLEANSING TRADING ACCOUNT 

TRANSPORT TRADING ACCOUNT 

BUILDING CLEANING TRADING ACCOUNT 

SPORT & LEISURE MGT TRADING ACCOUNT 

PARKS TRADING ACCOUNT 

CATERING TRADING ACCOUNT 

TOTAL TRADING ACCOUNT SURPLUS 

PPP CONTRIBUTIONS 

GENERAL FUND 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 
HOUSING & PROPERTY 
PLANNING & ENVIRONMENT 

TOTAL PPP CONTRIBUTIONS 

I TOTAL TRADING ACCOUNTlPPP SURPLUS 

ANNUAL 
BUDGETED 
SURPLUS 

f 

91,617 

69,451 

83,808 

33,836 

321,433 

190,888 

791,033 

1,519,000 
418,000 
150,000 
200,000 

2,287,000 

3,078,033 

PROJECTED 
OUTTURN 

SURPLUS (P13) 

f 

109,954 

65.881 

I 35,948 

87,547 

321,591 

121,271 

842,192 

1,737,000 
418,000 
150,000 
200,000 

2,505,ooa 

3,347,192 

PROJECTED 
OUTTURN 

VARIANCE (P13) 

f 

18,33; 

(3,570 

52,14( 

53,71' 

151 

(69,617 

51 ,I 5! 

218,00( 

269,15! 


